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World Journal of Pediatrics is a peer-reviewed journal published by Children’s Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine, Hangzhou, China. The journal gives priority to reports of outstanding clinical and experimental works as well as important contributions related to common problems of infants, children and adolescents worldwide.

Submission
Manuscripts should be submitted via the submission system at https://www.editorialmanager.com/wjop. The address of the editorial office is as follows: Children’s Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine, 3333 Binsheng Rd, Binjiang District, Hangzhou 310052, China. Email: wjpch@zju.edu.cn.

Acceptance
Manuscripts should meet the following criteria: original material, clear writing, appropriate study methods, valid data, and reasonable conclusions supported by the data. In short, they should contain important information or topic of general medical interest.

Peer-review process
All the manuscripts that adhere to its style and Instructions for Authors are referred to peer-review. Some of them are rejected immediately after an in-house review. The rejection at this stage is due to insufficient originality, serious scientific flaws or absence of message. The remaining articles are sent to at least two reviewers expert in the subject. Manuscripts are reviewed with due respect for authors’ confidentiality, and the identity of peer reviewers is also kept confidential. A decision is made from 6 to 12 weeks according to the response from reviewers, revision by the author(s) and reappraisal on the revision.

The accepted manuscripts are subjected to editorial revision to comply with the requirements on language and style of the journal. The copyright of the accepted and published articles is held by the journal and all the published materials can not be reproduced or published elsewhere, in whole or part, without the written permission from the editor.

Duplicate submission
Manuscripts are considered with the understanding that they have not been published previously and are not under consideration by another publication. The author should alert the editor if the work includes subjects about which a previous report has been published. A research paper submitted to this journal should not overlap by more than 10% with the previously published work or work submitted elsewhere, which would be considered as duplicate publication. If in doubt, authors may forward copies of the published work or material submitted elsewhere to this journal for decision-making.

Proofs and reprints
The corresponding author of the accepted article shall be supplied with the proof. Corrections on the proof should be restricted to errors only and no substantial additions/deletions should be made. No addition or deletion in the names of the authors is permissible at this stage. A copy of the issue carrying the article is supplied free of charge to the authors. Reprints may be ordered on payment in advance.

Categories of Articles
Articles can be considered for publication as editorials, original articles, review articles, special communications, brief reports, letters to editor, commentaries, or clinical images.

Original article
Original articles should report original research relevant to basic and clinical pediatrics including randomized trials, intervention studies, studies of screening and diagnostic tests, cohort studies, cost-effectiveness analyses and case control studies. While reporting randomized controlled trials (RCT), authors must attempt to be in conformity with the consolidated standards of reporting trials (CONSORT) statements. Each manuscript should be accompanied with a structured abstract (divided into background, methods, results and conclusions) in no more than 250 words. Four to five key words to facilitate indexing should be provided in alphabetical order along with the abstract. The text should be divided in sections on introduction, methods, results and discussion. Number of tables and figures should be limited to a maximum of 5 and 3 respectively. The typical text length for such contributions is 2500–3500 words (excluding title page, abstract, tables, figures, acknowledgements and references).

Brief report
Short accounts of original studies are published as brief reports. The text should be divided into sections, i.e., abstract, introduction, methods, results and discussion. Abstract should be of 100–150 words highlighting the aims, methods and main results along with 3–4 key words. The text should contain no more than 1500 words; 3 illustrations or tables and up to 20 references, preferably recent publications.
Review article, Systematic review & Meta-analysis

Review articles or systematic, critical assessments of literature are also published. Normally, a review article on a subject already published in the World Journal of Pediatrics is not accepted for a period of 3 years. The typical length for review articles is 4000 words or fewer, excluding tables, figures, and references. Authors submitting review manuscripts should include a structured abstract of around 250 words describing the need and purpose of review, methods used for selection, extraction and synthesis of data, and main conclusions. While reporting systematic reviews and meta-analyses, authors must attempt to be in conformity with the PRISMA statement (http://www.prisma-statement.org/); a completed PRISMA checklist and flow diagram should also be submitted as supplemental files for checking. The templates of the checklist and flow diagram can be downloaded from the PRISMA website (http://www.prisma-statement.org/statement.htm).

Letter to editor(s)

Letters commenting upon a recent article in the World Journal of Pediatrics are welcome. Such letters should be received within 6 months of the article’s publication. At the editorial board’s discretion, a letter may be sent to authors/experts for comments and both letter and reply may be published together. Letters may also relate to other topics of interest to pediatricians and others, and/or useful clinical observations. Letters should not be more than 400 words. The number of authors should not exceed 2, including the authors’ reply in response to a letter commenting upon an article published in this journal.

Clinical image

A short text of about 150 words depicting the condition with color photographs (vide infra) is needed. Normally only clinical photographs are accepted but accompanying skigrams or pathological images could also be considered for publication. Photographs should be of high quality, clearly identify the condition and preferably add to the existing knowledge.

Personal viewpoint

Such articles are published on topical pediatric issues including social aspects. It is expected that the authors have sufficient credible experience on the subject for giving viewpoints. These should not exceed 1500 words.

Preparing Manuscripts

Manuscripts should be prepared in accordance with the Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals.[2] A summary of technical requirements for preparing the manuscript is provided below:

- Use at least 11 point font size (Times New Roman or Arial).
- Conventional units are preferred with SI units in parenthesis, if available. The metric system is preferred for the expression of length, area, mass and volume.
- Use nonproprietary names of drugs, devices and other products.
- Tables, figures or crafts should be prepared and submitted in separate files.
- All manuscripts should be accompanied by a signed statement by all authors regarding authorship, responsibility, financial disclosure and acknowledgements, as per standard format once the manuscript is accepted for publication. (please download from WJP website).[2,3]

Manuscripts not fulfilling the technical requirements shall be returned to the authors without initiating the peer-review process.

Title page

The page should contain (i) the title of the article: which should be concise but informative (simpler the title the better; preferably it should contain all the key words to help electronic retrieval reliably); (ii) a short running title of less than 40 characters; (iii) initials and surname of each author with the highest academic degree(s) and designation at the time when the work was done; (iv) name, address, telephone, fax, email address of the corresponding author; (v) funding source; (vi) ethical approval; (vii) competing interest for all authors. If none, say “No financial or non-financial benefits have been received or will be received from any party related directly or indirectly to the subject of this article.” and (viii) contributors’ statement.

Authorship

All persons designated as authors should qualify for the authorship. Authorship credit should be based on substantial contributions to (i) concept and design, or acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data; (ii) drafting the article or revising it critically for important intellectual content; and (iii) final approval of the version to be published. Conditions 1, 2 and 3 must all be met. Participation solely in the acquisition of funding or the collection of data does not justify authorship. All such people who contributed to the work but do not satisfy all the conditions should be listed in the acknowledgements. Authors are responsible for obtaining written permissions from everyone acknowledged by name. One of the authors shall act as guarantor of the paper and he/she should take the responsibility for the integrity of the work as a whole, from its inception to published article. Authors should provide a description of what each author contributed on the title page. Subsequently, no names can be added or deleted without written permission of the editor. Written consent of authors whose names are being deleted should be obtained. This journal reserves the right to satisfy itself regarding the specific role of each listed author to justify authorship. All authors must give signed consent to publication (please download from WJP website).
Competing interest

Competing interest for a given manuscript exists when the author has ties to activities that could inappropriately influence his or her judgment, whether or not judgment is in fact affected. Financial relationships with industry—for example, through employment, consultancies, stock ownership, honoraria, expert testimony, either directly or through immediate family, are usually considered to be the most important competing interests. However, conflicts can occur for other reasons, such as personal relationships, academic competition and intellectual passion. If any of the authors have accepted reimbursement for attending symposium, a fee for speaking, fee for organizing educational activities, funds for research, funds for a member of the staff or consultation fees from an organization that may in any way gain or lose financially from the results of the study, review, editorial or letter, a competing interest would be deemed to exist. If any of the authors had been employed by an organization that may in any way gain or lose financially from the publication, or if any of them hold stocks or shares in such an organization, competing interest would be deemed to exist. If competing interest exists, the author(s) must disclose them while submitting the manuscript.

Abstract and keywords

The second page should carry an abstract in case of original article (250 words or fewer), review article (250 words or fewer), brief report (100–150 words), respectively. For original article and reviews, the abstract should be structured as detailed earlier. For brief reports, the abstract should state the purpose of the study, basic methodology, main findings (giving specific data and statistical significance) and key conclusion(s). Below the abstract, authors should provide 3–5 key words for indexing; terms from the Medical Subject Headings (MESH) list of Index Medicus should be used.

The basic structure of a paper follows the well known acronym IMRAD, which stands for Introduction (what questions was asked), Methods (how was it studied), Results (what was found) and Discussion.\textsuperscript{[4]}

Introduction

The introduction must clearly state the question that the author(s) tried to answer in the study. It may be necessary to briefly review the relevant literature. Only cite those references that are essential to justify the proposed study.

Methodology

The methods section should describe, in a logical sequence, how the study was designed (e.g., how randomization was done), carried out (e.g., how subjects were chosen or excluded, ethical considerations, accurate details of materials used, exact drug dosage and form of treatment, etc.) and data were analyzed (e.g., an estimate of the power of the study, exact test used for statistical analysis, etc.).

For standard methods, appropriate references are sufficient, but if standard methods are modified these should be clearly brought out. Authors should provide complete details of any new methods or apparatus used (manufacturer’s name and address in parentheses).

Ethics: When reporting experiments on human subjects, authors should indicate whether the procedures followed were in accordance with the ethical standards of the responsible committee on human experimentation (institutional or regional) and with the Helsinki Declaration of 1964, as revised in 2000.\textsuperscript{[5]} They should indicate whether the study was approved by the Institutions’ Ethical Committee, and whether informed consent was obtained from the study participants. They should not use patients’ names, initials, or hospital numbers, especially in illustrative material. This journal reserves the right to reject a manuscript on ethical grounds, on the basis of recommendations of its “Ethical Committee”, even if the research has been cleared by the institutional ethical committee. Moreover, when reporting experiments on animals, authors should indicate whether the institutional and national guide for the care and use of laboratory animals was followed.

Statistics: Authors should describe statistical methods with enough detail to enable a knowledgeable reader with access to the original data to verify the reported results. When possible, they meet to quantify findings and present them with appropriate indicators of measurement error or uncertainty (such as confidence intervals). Actual $P$ values are provided rather than stating as just $<0.05$ or $>0.05$ etc. References for the design of the study and statistical methods should be to standard works when possible (with pages stated) rather than to papers in which the designs or methods were originally reported. Any general-use computer programs used should be specified and statistical terms, abbreviations, and most symbols be defined.

Results

This section should include only relevant, representative data and not all information collected during the study. Major findings should be presented clearly and concisely. Text, tables, and illustrations should be used sensibly while avoiding repeating in the text all the data depicted in the tables or illustrations and emphasizing or summarizing only important observations. Tables and figures should be restricted to those needed to explain the argument of the paper and to assess its support. It is necessary to cite the tables in the text and type them on separate sheets. It may also be useful to mention what the study did not find.

Discussion

Discussion ordinarily should not be more than one third of the total length of the manuscript. This section should include a summary of the major findings, their
relationship to other similar studies, limitations of methods and implications of these findings in future research. Conclusions should be linked to the goals of the study. Unqualified statements and conclusions which are not completely supported by the data should be avoided. Authors should also refrain from making statements on economic benefits and costs unless their manuscript includes economic data and analyses.
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References
References should be numbered consecutively in the order in which they are first mentioned in the text. References are identified in text, tables, and legends by Arabic numerals in parentheses. References cited only in tables or in legends to figures should be numbered in accordance with the sequence established by the first identification in the text of the particular table or figure.

The titles of journals should be abbreviated according to the style used in Index Medicus. Authors are required not to use abstracts, unpublished observations and personal communications as references. References to papers accepted but not yet published should be designated as “in press”; authors should obtain written permission to cite such papers as well as verification that they have been accepted for publication.

The references must be verified by the author against the original documents. The Springer Vancouver style is our journal’s Uniform Requirements style.

Journal article
List all authors when 6 or less. When 7 or more, list only first six and add et al. All authors are required.
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Tables
(i) Each table should be typed in single-spaced and in a 10- or 12-point font on a separate page; (ii) Tables must be numbered consecutively (Roman numerals) in the order of their first citation in the text, with a brief but self-explanatory title for each (preferably no longer than 10 to 15 words); each column should have a short or abbreviated heading; (iii) Explanatory matters are placed in footnotes, not in the heading. In footnotes, all nonstandard abbreviations used in each table and any empty cells should be explained adequately. Use superscript letters (a, b, c) to mark each footnote and be sure each footnote in the table has a corresponding note (and vice versa); for explaining P values, please use symbols like *, **, ***… (iv) Statistical
measures of variations should be identified such as standard deviation and standard error of the mean. When presenting percentages, include numbers (numerator and denominator); (v) Be sure that each table is cited in the text; (vi) If data are used from another published or unpublished source, it is necessary to obtain permission and acknowledge them fully.

Figures and illustrations
(i) Each figure of a manuscript should be submitted as a single file in the format of TIFF or EPS only; resolution should be at 300–600 dpi; (ii) Multi-panel figures (those with parts A, B, C, D etc.) should be submitted as a single composite file that contains all parts of the figure; figures should be uploaded in the correct orientation; (iii) Figures should be numbered in the order they are first mentioned in the text, and uploaded in this order; figure should be named as Fig. 1.tif, Fig. 1.eps, and so on; (iv) figure titles (max 15 words) and legends (max 300 words) should be provided in the main manuscript, not in the graphic file; for explaining P values, please use symbols like *, **, ***... (v) For text within figures, please use Times font in 8–10 point; (vi) Each figure should be closely cropped to minimize the amount of white space surrounding the illustration. Cropping figures improves accuracy when placing the figure in combination with other elements; (vii) Photomicrographs with no inset scale should have the magnification of the print in the caption; stains should be indicated; (viii) If photographs of individual/people are used, either the subjects must not be identifiable or their pictures must be accompanied by written permission to use the photograph. It is advisable to cover the eyes unless specifically need to be shown; (ix) If a figure has been published, the original source should be acknowledged and written permission from the copyright holder be obtained to reproduce the material.

Legends for illustrations
Legends for illustrations should be typed or printed out in double-space, starting on a separate page, with Arabic numerals corresponding to the illustrations. When symbols, arrows, numbers, or letters are used to identify parts of the illustrations, each of them must be identified and explained in the legend. The internal scale should be explained and the method of staining in photomicrographs be identified.

Units of measurement
Measurements of length, height, weight, and volume should be reported in metric units, i.e., meter (m), gram (g), or liter (L) or their decimal multiples. Milliliter or deciliter should be expressed as mL or dL. Red and white blood cell counts are to be expressed as $\times 10^6/\mu L$ and $\times 10^7/\mu L$ respectively. Temperatures should be given in degrees Celsius and blood pressures in millimeters of mercury (mmHg). All hematological and clinical chemistry measurements should be reported in the conventional system or in terms of the International System of Units (SI).

Abbreviations and symbols
Only standard abbreviations are used in the text while avoiding abbreviations in the title and abstract. The full term for which an abbreviation stands should precede its first use in the text unless it is a standard unit of measurement. Year, month, day, hour, minute and second should be abbreviated as y, mon, d, h, min, and s in tables respectively.

Copyright transfer
We require a letter of copyright transfer signed by all named authors, stating that they have taken a significant and active part in the preparation of the article, that they have read and approved the final version, and are willing to discuss it in detail. This is essential for the reviewing process to be completed. Possibly duplicative materials (i.e., those containing substantially similar content or using the same or similar data) that have been previously published or are being considered elsewhere must be provided at the time of manuscript submission.

To conform with the Copyright Act of China, this letter must contain the following paragraph:

In consideration of World Journal of Pediatrics reviewing and editing my (our) submission, the author(s) undersigned hereby transfer(s), assign(s), or otherwise conveys all copyright ownership to World Journal of Pediatrics represent(s) that he (they) own(s) all rights in the material submitted. The author(s) further confirm(s) that the article is original, that it is not under consideration by another journal in any language, and that it has not been previously published, in whole or in part, in another journal in any language.

For convenience, authors can download the form of the copyright transfer from our journal’s website. This assignment is to take effect only if the work is accepted for publication in World Journal of Pediatrics.

These instructions can be found on the journal’s website at www.wjpch.com and may be copied by those intending to submit an article.
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